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**Tshivhase Midiyavhathu**

*The Conqueror of the People*

**The Lion of the South**

May those who curse you be cursed and those who bless you be blessed (Genesis 29:29)
**Introduction**

Meddlers are folks who persuasively embroil themselves in matters without being legitimately summoned. They want to dominate everywhere even though they have little influence in gaining anything from their intrusion. This is what meddlers are experts at. They impose themselves in private matters that are far beyond their reach. The culture of meddling continues to increase adversity across the board. This is because when people have nothing to keep them busy they discharge their anxiety by intimidatingly interfering in other people’s affairs. Wherever meddlers are found they create a hostile environment. They mostly aggravate the situation because their meddling causes harm. Their ultimate outcome is to aggravate the problem beyond its former state. Where meddlers are found, problems will never cease. By the time an old problem vanishes meddlers will move elsewhere to degenerate the situation. Today these meddlers go after innocent people for vain motives.

**Problem statement**

Meddlers are repulsive people you should always try to avoid. Once you invite meddlers in your life it is only a matter of time before you will regret that you invited them. Interferers are capable to corrupt you to become more disapproving of other people you have no problem with. They always want those around them to approve only their version towards certain individuals. By the time they interfere in people’s affairs they want those around them to follow them. The fatal problem with them is that they often want to take full control of fights that have nothing to do with them. When entering into a scuffle they don’t pay attention about finding the truth. Because of their sloppiness their intelligence is habitually corrupted. Since they always wanting to interfere they become corrupted enough to think they are modest. The moment they are corrupted by someone into battling foreign fights meddlers will work very hard to impress. Meddlers hassle those they blindly oppose in an endeavour to gain more admiration.
We often find meddlers promising their controllers things they will never accomplish in their lifetime. Their personalities include taking others for granted. For instance when the conqueror was under attack from the forces of darkness there was a sudden rise of meddlers. Some recklessly assured their masters that they would forcefully handle the conqueror. Because they have a routine of meddling in the affairs of others and then succeeding they thought they would repeat this when facing the greatest conqueror on earth. From the onset they predicted that fighting the eagle would be a walkover. Here we find meddlers who (before they enter into contestation) do not evaluate the hidden ability of the opponent. They behave like a chicken that runs immediately when its head has been cut off. Wherever it hits an object it will go down and never rise again. Because of this, meddlers who declared war against the conqueror took a gamble.

Meddlers are liars. Lying is the greatest weapon they frequently exploit. When they lie about certain things that they have no inside information about, they remain unapologetic. They solely depend on accumulating lies in order to outclass a person. The quicker they meddle in the affairs of others without gathering the truth they will simply magnify dishonesty. Without dishonesties meddlers become useless. The level of deception they gather against an enemy grossly determines the success rate among them. Whenever meddlers are found they capture lies and distribute them in order to decadently influence people. Because they are there for futile motives they will never have sufficient time to go along with the truth. Once they have stockpiled enough pessimism they will then go all out using seized negativities to shame a person. In the process of their actions they mostly capture untruths and try to manipulate unsubstantiated truth. There is a broad culture of falsifying things where meddlers manifest. Once they fail to deal with you through scrupulous manners they will go the evil way trying to obscure who you are.

**Where do we find meddlers?**
Meddlers are distributed all over the place creating many problems. They may exist within religions; politics; businesses; workplaces; friendships; sports; academics;
families; tribes; racial groups; cultures and so on. The minute they create problems for others they get excited. When they realise that those that they oppose are not responding to their initial attempt they will add more miseries. To be specific, meddlers seek attention from their opponents. Without getting the attention they so desperately seek they become very frail. The domination of meddlers exists when they confront those in their line of business. With regard to religion, religious leaders can meddle in the affairs of other religions. They can also meddle within their own religion for unprincipled motivations. With regard to politics, politicians can meddle in the affairs of other political parties. They can also meddle within their own political formation. With regard to business, business people can meddle in the affairs of someone else’s business with the intention to destabilise it. Therefore the intervention of meddlers within the sector where they operate is rampant.

It is rare to find meddlers going outside their line of business to meddle elsewhere. Only stubborn meddlers have the guts to go that far. Mr Nelson Mandela confirmed this when he decided to move outside politics while meddling with religion. Because he served a false God he had the guts to enter a foreign land to steal, kill and destroy. Instead of remaining a politician the blessing of the conqueror provoked him to even enter religion. His meddling was intended to cause the total destruction of the innocent blood. Although he managed to meddle through his defeated technology the consequences of his meddling had been felt across the board. The fallen man took religion for granted. He thought he would have an easy ride towards invalidating the man he wanted to have a void life. Unfortunately the blessing of the conqueror was mindful about how it would deal with him. We thus want to enlighten people that meddlers can sometimes emanate outside their sectors with the intention to dominate them without paying attention that they are crossing the line. What happened to the meddler like Mr Nelson Mandela should serve as a lesson to the young and the old that they must watch their actions. They must not meddle anywhere through immoral means and think that they will not have to be accountable.
What is the success rate of meddlers?
The success rate among those who managed to meddle in the affairs of other people may differ. When meddlers fight against those who operate in the kingdom of darkness the success rate becomes immeasurable. This is because meddlers and their targets all have strong beliefs in the ideology of the devil. They are guided by the devil’s version whenever they fight each other. In this regard, meddlers always are confident that they will become unstoppable. Whoever they target is automatically seen as unable to resist their intrusion. Although meddlers have a good story to tell when battling those founded on a weak foundation this is not the same scenario when battling those founded on solid foundation. To be practical, when meddlers started to fight against the conqueror they thought he would respond in the same manner as those who are founded on weak ground. As time progressed (without them forcefully advancing) they then became more troubled. Their hearts were hardened to even dig more loopholes without gaining anything. They initially thought it was only a matter of time before he succumbed. They discharged anything without success. Because the darkness cannot outshine the light the conqueror managed to bring shame on them. Their interfering attitude only strengthened him.

Purpose of meddlers
The main motivation that encourages meddlers to always interfere is that they think they are too powerful. They believe whatever they endorse will come to pass. They believe that as soon as they forcefully meddle anywhere those they compete against will stand no chance of succeeding. Declaring the victory beforehand is what meddlers often do. Mr Nelson Mandela thought his opposition to the conqueror would add more weight. Many of his followers followed him because of the support he had. Blind followers were energised to intrude religion for their selfish ends. Across the members of the fallen man’s political party the leading members of the party were in the frontline. They started to even dislike certain religions because they despised the person with the blessing. We saw people from political formations meddling against the blessing. They committed all types of spiritual weapons to humiliate the blessing. For that reason Mr Nelson Mandela and his vast army will be
remembered as the meddlers of all time. Although they attained great successes as politicians, they ended up meddling with the institutions of God. Once this had happened, the consequences of their evil acts were tormenting.

We also noticed meddlers consolidating the wishes of the fallen man and his troops. Many of these meddlers were invited to loudly resist the imminent upsurge of the conqueror. They committed themselves as frontline defenders of the forces of darkness. They used all sorts of weapons. We will never forget the verbal abuse they signalled in their desperation to please their masters. Many hired meddlers even surprised the conqueror. The people he thought were good and modest proved to be something worth of condemning. They entered into a scuffle that would never promote them. Their intention also validated the stance of the leaders of forces of darkness that were there to disrupt. These disruptors have to think about staying away from things far above them. Many worked hard envisaging that they would discourage the conqueror. They expressed their dissatisfaction day and night but their interfering did not attain any valuable outcome. To sum up, the purpose of the meddlers was to curtail the progress of the conqueror. Even when the conqueror was busy doing his assignment, troublemakers were making silly noises. Yet the conqueror never paid attention to their outcry. Until now, their arrogance still resists fading away.

**The culture of bribing meddlers**

The power of money dictates how certain individuals behave. When people have more money they may struggle to manage it. They may promise money to meddlers to execute their wishes. When promised money summoned meddlers will never say no. They will accept every cent from their masters believing that they will succeed. When they fail to topple those they are targeting they will do disgusting things. They will start to behave as if they are on the verge of losing their minds. Even other people will easily identify that some meddlers are fighting on behalf of other people. This is the culture that dominates the meddlers of our time. Most meddlers accept people’s money or corrupt favours thinking that they will able to completely
whitewash those they are sent to deal with. To sum up, the fight against the conqueror has his detractors to use bribes as a weapon to energise meddlers. Tame meddlers from all walks of life were committed to come up against the conqueror. Despite receiving favours they did not deliver. Only those who are more than conquerors hate it that the meddlers attain victory over them. Meddlers will not overcome the blessing by elevating corrupt activities. Wherever the blessing is fought with the weapon of the world it will only increase more rapidly.

How the conqueror handled meddlers
The conqueror’s blessing had another version. It started by showing the meddlers that whatever they were doing against the conqueror was very distressing to him. This was to invite them to do more so that the blessing could show up in an even more marvellous way. Once the meddlers were fully committed the conqueror started ignoring them. Their name-calling was never heard or seen by the conqueror. Even though they worked day and night the conqueror was no longer on the same page. He spent most of his time playing golf while the doomsayers were busy making noise. He knew that he was done with them since the blessing only provoked them to discharge whatever that was traumatising them. The manner in which the conqueror handled his meddlers was to give them an impression that their meddling was working so that they could simply add more value to the blessing. This was how the blessing fooled them.

The blessing became merciless when it dealt with those who exploited the fallen man’s technology. The fact is that these (or still are) leaders of society angered the blessing. The fallen man meddled against the blessing in a very wicked way. The fallen man deployed all the demons of the world to fight the blessing. This was a mistake. The blessing managed to harshly deal with the greatest meddler of our time. This was the man who crossed the line by entering religion with the intention to steal, kill and destroy. His meddling however was unfortunate since it also took his life. To sum up, the blessing can even eradicate witches when it is not respected. Those who call themselves powerful leaders should be careful about meddling
outside their line of operation if they are not officially invited. If they get invited by Satan to fight the conquerors they will suffer and die for him. The fallen man died while fighting for Satan. Once people behave like the Mr Nelson Mandelas they will regret the day that they joined Satan’s troops. The Mandelas of today are therefore asked to evade from meddling anywhere.

**Blessed by meddlers**

God will give you wisdom to turn meddlers into becoming the people who bless you. The blessing can make use of the meddlers to add more blessings to what was given to us. By the time we foresee meddlers rising up against us we must not be intimidated. We must be strong and courageous because the Lord will be with us. We must allow the blessing to direct meddlers to do something that will act as a setup towards our destination. We often see people hassling with meddlers because they lack knowledge. They ended up fighting fights that do not matter. The fight is not ours. The fight belongs to the Lord. If we consider this we have to learn to allow the blessing to manage meddlers who want to bring shame into our lives. The moment the blessing seizes them we will have more to gain. The devil worshippers will have more than enough to worry about because they will never claim victory over those who are more than conquerors.

**Conclusion**

We have learned that meddlers’ main intention is to cause irreversible destruction. When they target a person they only want to bring difficulties. There is nothing good that meddlers will constructively bring to the table. The experience of the conqueror brought forward the level of meddling. The man (Mr Mandela) who committed his life to be the leader of the society finally meddled with religion for his self-centred motives. Because he thought life was only about him he only targeted whoever has the blessing. Because he was anointed by Satan to fight for the hell he decided to meddle in the blessing from the high place. The moment the holy blessing realised that it was under spiritual attack from foreign worshippers it acted severely. At the end of the day the fallen man was consumed by his own evil acts. As for this, we
continue to find people operating in a very wicked way. As soon as they find out that someone else’s is blessed they will quickly meddle by using the weapons of the world to reverse the blessing. This only wakes up God to battle for His children.

We talked about people who interfere in fights they do not even know where stemming from. Their meddling will just worsen the situation. Instead of them stepping aside they become more dynamic in taking sides about things that will later remove all the respect they used to command. With regard to the fight against the conqueror many meddlers lose much more than to gain anything. We may also change our attitude towards them because they fail to demonstrate that they are complete human beings. Also worth mentioning is the scale of hoisting corrupt favours towards meddlers. Once their masters promise them the lavish things of the world they will meddle without retreating. They may end up hijacking the fight as if it was their own.

We challenge people to stay away from involving themselves on certain developments that have nothing to do with them. Doing so will make them shine everywhere they operate. They will never create unnecessary enemies. The first step to eradicate the culture of meddling is to allow misplaced people to reject the devil’s ideology. Once they escape hell they will able to see what is right and wrong. But if they still want to operate in darkness until death they will not see. They will continue to cause instability in the lives of others. We want to encourage meddlers to do introspection to help them abandon certain habits that do not build them.

We want to praise the most disciplined people of our time. These are praiseworthy people who do not meddle in the affairs of other at all. They have boundaries in terms of how far they can go in dealing with the developments outside their surroundings. Because of the state of their mind they always minimise problems. Minding their own business is the epitome of upright people. Today many upright people continue to shine wherever they operate. Even when meddlers start to harshly meddle in the affairs others they do not entertain them. They totally reject the
culture of meddling where people are portrayed in a negative way. We want those who are the light of the world to promote a culture of transparency. This will enlighten meddlers to retreat from sending dishonesties against those they dislike. We therefore say down with toxic meddlers of our time down. Let the politicians who meddle with religion go away. Let the business leaders who meddle with religion go away. Praise to those who are groomed to appreciate that society needs people with clean hearts. Society has no room for witches who even meddle with the fallen man’s technology.
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Meddler of the 21st century

**Grace be with you, mercy, and peace, from God the Father, and from the Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of the Father, in truth and love (2 John 1:3)**